Morula
30/11/1902

My dear Spencer,

Dreamt that we dwelt in marble halls, as a reminiscence of our cleaning up the mystery of Lychbrand fate; a very vivid dream. The hope goes on, one that we may be the Chinese instrument - the local bhp. and I

Dorset Club - just think of what I could mean to us! I'm almost tempted to get the relics manufactured here and then ahead to be discovered later on!

just think (the monks say we had done it) we did find something, then splendidly if concealed near our book - your projected book. Thanks by the way. I hope you

+ fancy chippie in marble halls!
I am a couple that Anschütz must be a braver. Are you going to ask Stöder to make Penn Smith to find the photographic results? And think Lyman could object. You forget to enclose telling about your father. And it along he is a grand old man, and I should much like to know him. It is a thousand pities that you had not read him to finance the expeditions. In that case we could have dedicated the new book to him. Of course I was delighted to hear that the Magnum opus had paid a living. My only surprise is that the it is not longer. I always told you that it would pay. But once world some 2 is in a mild done for the little night.
You will be glad to know that she is now quite reconciled to my going away - told Mrs. Bayley Neil to have some time in January if she is free to leave any time after his arrival. There was no official notice that his leave


would be granted today but the Police


Inspector district to allow Mrs. Chan to occupy the Police


quarters. I tried to get them to lend a couple men to tend


his peace so that quarters


would be available for Mr.


I hope to persuade the Manager

of Boola Boola Arms to provide a

home and free as they have so many

occupied. The Northern Race is in

a disastrous state & it is going

on the cards that we shall have
to distribute horse feed along the
The thunderstorm lasted. A good day's fishing at Simmons. 8 miles. I had 5 "foo" fish at 7 1/2 miles. I should have had another one. I have not been able to find a place to fish at Flinders. Yesterday I went to Flinders and you should have seen the fish. Mr. J. has your character. I have seen Mr. J. many times and he always treated me well. The box of fish is very good and I am very glad that you came.

From Mr. J.

P.S. The next time you come, I shall give you a good place to fish.
Appoiment - Paris is an
unpredictable place to live in
and I am hoping to get some
thing newer than when I
left.

Adelaide papers state that I
have a letter for Europe shortly.

I am told that he could remain until
Field comes down but he
seems to want to go to the
nearest railway station.

Miss C. has gone

My
definitely to Mrs. Spence.

Miss Lambard - glad to see

that Mrs. Connell has got
through the 3rd year. Thank

Miss.